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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION
This Design Statement accompanies the planning application package for the proposed Residential development,
associated parking, landscaping and vehicular access at
Clouston/Sanda/Kelbourne Street.
It illustrates our site analysis and design proposals from inception, development in line with the Stage II Design Brief
cited for the GCC Clouston Street Design Competition and
formation of the final design proposals.
The first sections of this document identify and analyse
the site and the surrounding context. Later sections illustrate our architectural, landscape and environmental design proposals.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The site is located in Kelvinside within Glasgow’s historic
West End, on high ground close to the river Kelvin and the
Botanic Gardens.
The site is currently open land previously used as recreational playing fields, although they have not been maintained and are in a state of disrepair.

Location Plan, West End, Glasgow 1.2500.

The site is essentially flat, bounded by gradual sloping
streets which rise up to their highest point at the southeast corner of the site at the junction of Clouston Street
and Sanda Street. To the north the site is bounded by Kelbourne Street.
An existing line of protected Lime trees front onto Clouston Street.
The site is predominantly surrounded by existing 19th century terraced housing and tenements, typical of the established built fabric of Glasgow’s West End.

Development site indicated within the red boundary line.
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2 CONTEXT

2.1 CONTEXT
The plan opposite shows the site constraints and considerations that were taken into account at the earliest stages
of design development and lead to the evolution of the
design proposals illustrated in this document.
Consideration was given to both the context of the urban
fabric surrounding the site and the Conservation Area, the
Listed Buildings in particular.
The design team felt it was important to develop a proposal that would fit within the surrounding context, stitching
together the urban fabric with a scheme that unified this
‘gap site’ with its neighbourhood. It was felt that the existing building lines along Sanda and Kelbourne Streets were
important to maintain within any new development.
The prevailing perimeter block form and scale/massing
of the buildings in the area formed our basic block layout
around the three perimeter streets, with the requirement
for Public Open Space provision being integrated into the
heart of the new development. It is the intention that the
lower scale built form enclosing the central green area
would help to activate this space, as well as protecting it.
The team also identified the importance of retaining existing and long established public pedestrian links through
the site, via the new central public green space.
The Tree Preservation Order for the line of Lime Trees
fronting onto Clouston Street led to this elevation having to be set back and the formation of a new public park
around the retained trees.

Site Plan 1.1000.
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2.2 HISTORY
Clouston Street developed at a key period in Glasgow’s
history when it was evolving from a Georgian mercantile
city to a Victorian industrial centre. The site originated as
part of the Ruchill estate, a quiet rural area on the wooded
banks of the Kelvin river, dotted with farms, coal pits and
a few houses. In 1749 part of the land was detached and
named as Bankhead, then renamed ‘Kelvinside’ when it
was bought by a wealthy tobacco merchant. At this time,
Kelvinside mansion was built overlooking the river and extensive gardens were laid out within the farmland.
However, industrialisation in the nineteenth century period led to a massive growth in population, and by the midcentury, there was an increased demand for housing to
accommodate the growing mercantile class. In response,
Glasgow began to expand westwards, with new terraced
houses and villas built by speculative developers in areas
such as Blythswood and Woodlands Hill, away from the
cramped city centre. The turning point in the development of the West End was the creation of the new turnpike, known as Great Western Road in 1840, which provided an essential connection between the old medieval
city and the new residential areas. A further catalyst was
the relocation of the Botanic Gardens to Kelvinside, at a
site just south of the river in the early 1840s.
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2.2 HISTORY
In 1839 the estate was bought by Matthew Montgomerie and John Park Fleming who formed the Kelvinside Estate Co; Mr. Montgomerie resided in Kelvinside house for
many years. As the prestige of the area grew, development
gradually began to creep towards Kelvinside, Hillhead, and
Dowanhill with new housing built to entice merchants to
the fresh air above the city. Development in Kelvinside began in earnest in the second half of the century after the
deaths of Montgomerie and Fleming in 1868 and 1869. At
their demise, a section of the estate was retained by their
heirs and the house and a further portion were sold to John
Walker. Shortly after, work began on laying out the estate
as a grand residential suburb, and by the 1890s, the area
was fully developed.
Clouston Street was built during this period, originally under
the name of ‘Montgomerie Street’ after the former owner
of the estate. At this time, the new terraces sat within a
rural landscape, but development soon extended further
westwards and towards the north, closing in around the
new properties.
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Tree Survey indicating trees to be removed, retained and those protected.
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1 Site Accessibility
1.1 Site Overview
1.1.1 The proposed site is located off Clouston Street, between Garrioch Road and
Queen Margaret Drive. Existing parking provision along the site frontage with
Clouston Street consists of on-street residents parking on both sides of the street,
parallel to the kerb. Parking along Queen Margaret Drive is controlled with double
yellow lines and, although not prohibited by yellow lines, parking along Garrioch
Road is generally encouraged on only the east side of the road given the
presence of a marked on-street cycle lane on it’s west side–as shown below in
Photograph 1:
Photograph 1: Parking & Cycle Lane Provision on Garrioch Road
1.2 Pedestrian Accessibility
1.2.1 Pedestrian access into the site is currently achieved via a 1.5m wide footpath
along Clouston Street. In addition to this, the northern boundary of the site also
provides access to a 1.5m wide road-side footpath along Kelbourne Street. Both
these Streets provide access, at their east end, to Queen Margaret Drive where
there is a range of shops and bus services supported by controlled pedestrian
crossings. To the west, Clouston Street provides direct access to Garrioch Road,
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Photograph 2: Controlled Pedestrian Crossing on Garrioch Road
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parallel to the kerb. Parking along Queen Margaret Drive is controlled3with
yellow lines and, although not prohibited by yellow lines, parking along Garrioch
Road is generally encouraged on only the east side of the road given the
3.1 SITE ACCESSIBILITY
presence of a marked on-street cycle lane on it’s west side–as shown below in
Photograph 1:
Photograph 1: Parking & Cycle Lane Provision on Garrioch Road
1.2 Pedestrian Accessibility
1.2.1 Pedestrian access into the site is currently achieved via a 1.5m wide footpath
along Clouston Street. In addition to this, the northern boundary of the site also
provides access to a 1.5m wide road-side footpath along Kelbourne Street. Both
these Streets provide access, at their east end, to Queen Margaret Drive where
there is a range of shops and bus services supported by controlled pedestrian
crossings. To the west, Clouston Street provides direct access to Garrioch Road,
Kelbourne Street via Northumberland and Hotspur Streets. Garrioch Street
benefits from on-street 1.5m pedestrian footpaths and a zebra crossing, as
shown below in Photograph 2, in conjunction with traffic calming measures such as
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1.3 Cycling Accessibility
1.3.1 As stated previously, the River Kelvin Walkway is located just to the west of the
proposed site. As shown by Figure 1 the walkway is also a traffic-free marked
cycle route (marked by green). In addition to this, there are also on-street
provisions along Garrioch Road, as shown below in Photograph 3. When these
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1.3.1 As stated previously, the River Kelvin Walkway is located just to the west of the
proposed site. As shown by Figure 1 the walkway is also a traffic-free marked
cycle route (marked by green). In addition to this, there are also on-street
provisions along Garrioch Road, as shown below in Photograph 3. When these
local cycle facilities are used collectively there are a wide range of employment
opportunities and services available within easy cycle access of the site – these
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1.4 Provisions for Public Transport
1.4.1 Local provision of public transport services is generally provided on Queen
Margaret Drive, Hotspur Street, Great Western Road and Maryhill Road. Local
and National guidance suggests that, for public transport services to be
considered desirable by future residents, they ideally should be available within a
400m walk distance of the proposed site. However, in the case of the proposed
site, it is envisaged that the availability of very high quality services available on
both Great Western Road and Maryhill Road may persuade a longer walk
distance to services on those corridors or use of closer services and then
interchange at Maryhill or Great Western Road.

1.4.2 The closest services to the site, within 400m, are located on Queen Margaret
Drive and Hotspur Street. Services along Hotspur Road (a bus gate) include the First
Glasgow 89 and 90 services, terminating at Govan bus station. Both
services operate at a frequency of two per hour throughout the day with the first
services starting at ~06:00 and the last ~22:15. Destinations along the 89 route
include Partick Bus Station and the Southern General, the 90 serves (amongst
other destinations) Springburn Shopping Centre, Parkhead, Shawlands and
Glasgow Science Centre. Queen Margaret Drive is served by First Glasgow
services 8, 89, the 18 and 18A and Glasgow City service 17. The 8 provides
access to Partick Bus Station, at a frequency of two services per hour (from 09:00
– 19:00) and the 18/18A has 3 services per hour (from 05:45 – 22:45) and
serves, amongst other destinations; Charing Cross, Glasgow Central Station,
Rutherglen Cross and East Kilbride. The Glasgow City Service 17 runs at a
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transit. These corridors operate
high frequency services to vital destinations, in the case of QBC 2 Great Western
Road to Clarkston / Pollockshaws Road and QBC 4 Maryhill Road to Tollcross
Road.

1.4.4 In addition to bus service provision, the Glasgow underground also operates
within the vicinity of the site; the two closest stations being Kelvinbridge Station
and Hillhead Stations, both within about 1KM of the proposed site. The
Underground operates a circular route from Buchannan Street through the west
end, destinations on the south of the Clyde (Ibrox and Pollockshaws) and then
north of the Clyde again to serve St Enoch and operates at frequencies up to
once every 4 minutes.
1.5 Summary
1.5.1 The proposed site benefits from excellent walking and cycling links to both nearby
destinations as well as those further afield. Local destinations can easily be
accessed via the local on and off-road footpath infrastructure. With many services
and employment opportunities within the maximum recommended walking
distance of 1600m (from Local and National guidance), walking may be readily
encouraged to these. For destinations further afield, such as the City Centre or
Pacific Quay, cycling may be easily utilised to access these.
1.5.2 The site also benefits from what may be classified as a ‘Base’ level of Public
Transport Provision. This is based on the number, and frequency, of bus services
within a 300m walk distance of the site and those services on Hotspur Road and
Queen Margaret Drive are calculated as a ‘Base’ level. However, as previously
stated, there are Quality Bus Corridors located both to the north of the site, on
Maryhill Road, and to the South, on Great Western Road. Although those QBCs
are outwith the recommended walking distance, they are located close enough to
the proposed site, along with the local Underground stations, that they should be
considered to have the potential to encourage use of public transport.
1.5.3 Local parking provision was not observed to be problematic although with the
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1.5.4 A proposed site layout plan has been prepared in support of development
proposals and includes a 125% parking allocation – the majority being within the
development boundary and a small element as on-road parking along the
development boundary. The internal development road layout has been designed
to promote low vehicle speeds in the interests of supporting safe walking and cycling
movements and there will be provisions such as internal footpaths /
cycleways included to support these modes as well.
1.5.5 Site access will be taken off Kelbourne Street (with a separate Emergency
Vehicle only access onto Clouston Street) and will be in the form of a priority
junction. The existing character of the surrounding roads promotes low vehicle
speeds and a site visit did not reveal any congestion issues around the site and
therefore it is envisaged that the provision of a priority access will provide
adequate provision.
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1.5.6 For residential developments of over 100 dwelling, Local and National Guidance
recommends that a Transport Assessment is undertaken in order to support any

3 SITE ANALYSIS

1.5.5 Site access will be taken off kelbourne Street and will be in the form of
a priority junction. The existing character of the surrounding roads promotes
low vehicle speeds and a site visit did not reveal any congestion issues around
the site and therefore it is envisaged that the provision of a priority access will
provide adequate provision.
1.5.6 For Residential developments of over 100 dwellings, Local and National
Guidance recommends that a Transport Assessment is undertaken in order to
support any planning application. Assessment is therefore not required in this
instance.
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SUMMARY OF GROUND CONDITIONS

STATEMENT ON GROUND CONDITIONS

Superficial Deposits
The geological maps indicate that rockhead lies close to surface, with overlying
superficial deposits being generally less than 1m thick. However, boreholes have
revealed that rockhead actually lies somewhat deeper at between 5m and 10m below
ground level.

INFORMATION SOURCES
The information used to compile this short statement has been gleaned solely from inhouse geological maps, an Envirocheck report on the site and from various records held
by Glasgow City Council. The council records examined were:
• June 1995 – Aitken Laboratories - Site Investigation at Clouston Street – 5
boreholes
• June 2006 – Omnitech (Scotland) Ltd - Site Investigation at Sanda Street – 6
boreholes
• Various other reports for nearby sites
This statement is intended as an overview. It does not constitute a comprehensive
assessment of the ground conditions or of potential contamination sources which will
require a full desk study and subsequent ground investigation in accordance with
planning guidance PAN33 and British Standards BS 5930 and BS10175.
SITE HISTORY OVERVIEW
A detailed history of the site and its surroundings is provided elsewhere in this report.
From an overview perspective the available historical maps indicate that the site has
been dominantly greenfield since 1857 to the present day. It is likely to have been used
for low impact grazing and crop farming and more recently as a recreational ground with
football pitches. The site is now occupied by a blaes playing field with paths running
across it and several steel lighting towers.
With the exception of a pavilion, constructed c.1932, the historical maps indicate that
there have been no other buildings or structures on the site. The surrounding area has
been, and is, dominantly residential. Potentially contaminative historical land uses are all
off-site and include coal pits, a bleach works, unspecified warehouses and a railway line.
However, the bleach works was located on the opposite side of the river and so is
considered unlikely to have affected the quality of the ground and groundwater at the
site. Although there are no obvious on site contamination sources, there is an inevitable
possibility of made ground deposits due to the urban situation. These would have to be
identified and assessed for any possible contamination.

The sequence of superficial soils overlying the bedrock is shown by the boreholes to be:
Made Ground
Generally between 1.5m and 2.5m thick, the made ground is represented by a mix of
mainly rubble constituents (sand/ash/brick/cobbles) but occurrences of SLAG have been
recorded in two of the Aitken boreholes.
A thin layer (150mm) of organic soil is believed to underlie the blaes surface of the
pitches.
Glacial Till
The till is a Boulder Clay which tends to be stiff/very stiff, although locally weathered to a
firm condition near the upper surface of the stratum.
Solid Geology
The geological maps indicate that the site is underlain by Sandstone, Siltstone and
Mudstone with seams of Coal and Ironstone belonging to the Limestone Coal Group of
the Carboniferous series. The strata dip generally to the south-east at a shallow
inclination of approximately 3o.
Ground Water
There was evidence of groundwater at varying depths within the boreholes. Most of the
trial pits by Omnitech found water within the made-ground and this was occasionally
heavy, thus creating instability difficulties for one or two of the pits.
MINING POSITION
The geological map indicates the Glasgow Shale Coal to sub-outcrop across the
northern corner of the site. The Shale Coal and the lower Jubilee Coal and Knightswood
Gas Coal are all economically attractive and are known to have been worked to varying
degrees below other areas of the city. The strata all dip to the south-east below the site
in the succession indicated below:

Seam Name

Typical seam
separation (m)1

Cloven Coal

Typical seam
thickness (m)1
0.2 – 1.0

9
TOPOGRAPHY
Topograhical survey information is provided elsewhere in this report. The site is fairly flat
and lies at an altitude of around 35m above Ordnance Datum, around 40m from the
River Kelvin at its closest point.

Glasgow Shale Coal

0 – 1.1
5

Jubilee Coal

0 – 0.8
7

Knightswood Gas Coal
1
Information from BGS Solid Geology Map NS56NE

0.15 – 1.2
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The geology plans inspected show an area of known, shallow (within 30m of surface)
mining in the Knightswood Gas Coal extending beneath the site, from the south-east, to
just beyond Sanda Street.
Rotary borehole logs were obtained from previous ground investigations undertaken
across the site and surrounding area. This data enabled a refinement of the
interpretation and identified that the Cloven coal subcrops beneath the south of the site
with the lower Shale coal underlying the entire site.
Three boreholes located immediately to the north of the site encountered evidence of
suspected workings at the level of the conjectured Knightswood Gas coal. These
workings, which lie beyond the area of recorded workings shown on the geology maps,
were indicated to be closed (i.e. the overburden had collapsed, closing any voids). In
addition, there are records indicating that workings in the same seam have been grouted
beneath the community hall to the north-east of the site. The BGS had previously
confirmed that unrecorded workings in this seam were known to be widespread in this
area and that cavities of up to 1m had been recorded. On the basis of this limited
information, it is suspected that unrecorded workings in the Knightswood Gas coal are
probably present beneath much of the site.
It is noted that the grouted workings lie along-strike from the site, and it should be
questioned why the ground beneath the hall site was deemed minerally unstable.
However, these works were supervised by the same consultant who concluded that the
Clouston Street site is not at risk from workings in this seam. There is no available GI
data for the adjacent site to assess the reasons for this different interpretation, however
the geological map does indicate faulting to the east of the site and hall which
downthrows strata to the west. Similar faulting between the site and community hall
could mean that the seam there lies at a shallower level beneath the hall.
The BGS had also confirmed that other unrecorded workings in the thinner overlying
seams of the Glasgow Shale and Jubilee coals were known to be present although
these were less extensive than the Knightswood Gas coal workings. Previous boreholes
to the north of the site encountered possible (strata oxidation) of localised unrecorded
workings within both the shallower Glasgow Shale and Jubilee coals. In addition one
previous borehole within the site encountered a possible mine waste recorded as broken
ground with loss of flush at the level of the Jubilee coal. No evidence of workings in the
Shale coal was encountered within the site. A subsequent extensive probing exercise
undertaken across the site did not encounter any further evidence of workings in either
of these shallower seams although the lower Jubilee coal was only penetrated in 25% of
holes towards the north end of the site.
The Coal Authority have previously confirmed that there is no record of any
mineopenings (shafts or adits) within the site boundary or within likely influencing
distance based on currently available documentary evidence.

3 SITE ANALYSIS

3.2 GROUND CONDITIONS
Excavations for the foundations will encounter shallow, perched groundwater and may
have to be supported and de-watered in those areas of deepest excavation.
It is noted that occurrences of SLAG were recorded within the made ground in two of the
earlier boreholes on the western side of the site. Depending on its type and condition,
slag can be expansive and can give rise to substantial problems with foundations and
ground-bearing slabs. Unless it is extensive, it is usually preferable to remove the slag
from beneath those areas where it could be troublesome.
Based on the available historical GI data, a stability assessment has been undertaken of
the coal seams underlying the site using a conventional stability criterion of 10 times the
maximum seam thickness or void thickness where known. Whilst there is evidence that
the Knightswood Gas coal is worked beneath the site, it is conjectured that this seam
lies below critical depth beneath the entire site based on a maximum extraction height of
1.0m. This same conclusion is believed to have been reached by the earlier assessment
by others.
There is tenuous evidence that there are localised unrecorded workings beneath the site
in the shallower Jubilee coal and it is considered possible that localised unrecorded
workings may be present beneath the site. However, based on maximum seam
thickness of 0.55m, this seam is considered to lie well beyond critical depth beneath the
site.
Based on a maximum seam thickness of 0.7m, the higher Glasgow Shale coal lies
closer, although still beyond, critical depth. In addition, none of the previous boreholes or
probe holes which covered the site encountered any evidence of workings in this seam.
In combining this evidence, it is therefore concluded that none of the coal seams which
underlie the site at shallow depth present an instability hazard.
Currently available information indicates that there are no recorded mineopenings within
the site. However the possibility of unrecorded openings within the site can never be
categorically discounted.
A gas spike probe survey previously undertaken across the site did not encounter any
elevated ground gas levels and so no gas hazard is suspected.
A limited geo-chemical assessment undertaken across the site indicated soil
contamination primarily of a phytotoxic nature within the made ground, thus presenting a
potential deterrent to plant life. However localised toxic (to human health) contaminants
were also encountered which require further investigation. Given the limited nature of
this investigation in terms of its scope and the fact that the criteria used in the Omnitech
report are invalid, further geo-chemical investigation of the made ground deposits across
the site is recommended. For planning consent purposes, it will be necessary to
undertake a formal desk study with conceptual model and risk assessment in the first
instance supplemented by an intrusive investigation and refined assessment including:

PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING INTERPRETATION
The near-surface ground conditions are such that it is expected that traditional, spread
footings will be feasible for the form of buildings envisaged (medium-rise, terraced flats).
These would likely bear directly on stiff boulder clay between 1.5m and 2.5m depth.
Footings may have to extra-wide and reinforced where conditions are slightly less
favourable. Concrete trench-fill may be preferred in some areas to facilitate construction.
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•
•

Closer examination of the extent and type of slag in the west of the site
Further trial pitting to provide samples of the made ground for geochemical
testing and to confirm foundation-soil conditions and bearing horizons
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SECTION 4: DESIGN GUIDANCE & POLICY

Scottish Planning Policy provides design guidance on a national level

Area based guidance: Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Joint Structure Plan
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4.1 CITY PLAN 2 CONTEXT

N

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT SITE
Extract from GCC City Plan 2 - Development Policy Plan (west)

Extract from GCC City Plan 2 - Development Policy Plan (north)

Extract from GCC City Plan 2 - Environmental Policy Designations (west)

Extract from GCC City Plan 2 - Environmental Policy Designations (north)
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4.2 PLANNING STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION

Urban Structure and Grain

Built Form

1 This section addresses the planning issues raised by the
Design Statement and the pending planning application.
Many of the issues are considered in more detail in the
relevant sections of this report.

1 The site is within the Glasgow West Conservation area.
The proposals seek to enhance the historic environment
of the conservation area (Policy DES 3).

1 The design concept has been detailed providing a traditional form which fits into this part of the West End in
compliance with Policy DES 1 Reinforcing Local Character
and Identity, following the principles set out in City Plan
2 Policy DES 1 Development Design Principles, and explained in detail in the architectural approach and design
philosophy sections.

2 The assessment considers local and national planning
policy in terms of the design principles established in the
brief. Policy references are to the currently adopted Glasgow City Council City Plan 2.
Land Use and Density
1 The development site and surrounding areas are designated as Residential and Supporting Uses (Policy DEV2).
A high quality residential development with integral open
space is proposed with a mix of housing. See Planning context diagrams opposite.
2 The provision of open space has had regard to:
(i) the proximity of two significant green spaces, the Botanic Gardens & Kelvin Walkway
(ii) the children's play area at Hotspur Street
(iii) the playing pitches at North Kelvinside
3 There is potential for small scale supporting uses within
the site e.g. children’s nursery, café.
4 Proposals offer a range of housing for families and smaller households at an acceptable density in compliance with
Policy RES 1.
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2 A number of listed buildings are located adjoining or
in close proximity (Policy DES 3). The proposals seek to
compliment their character and appearance.
3 The Lime trees on the Southern site boundary are protected by a tree preservation order (Policy ENV 8). The
proposals retain the majority of the trees.
4 The design approach has sought to develop proposals which respect and reinforce local character, and also
create a positive identity in compliance with guidance in
‘A Policy for Scotland - Designing Places’, PAN 68 Design
Statements and Policy DES 4 (Design Statements). Proposals have evolved which respond to the urban structure
with the aim of creating a sense of space (Policy DES 2
Urban Design).
5 Consequently this has resulted in the proposals incorporating a 4-5 storey perimeter block with smaller scale
mews housing within the central block around an area of
green open space.
6 Within this concept, regard has been given to the relation of buildings to the existing street pattern and open
space in compliance with City Plan 2 Policy RES 2 Residential Layouts, particularly with regard to movement, security and parking issues.

2 In summary the proposals:
• Respect the urban context of their location
• Draw on the architectural character of the surrounding
area
• Create a strong local identity
• The scale, height, massing and rhythm of the development is sensitive to the local area
• Provides an appropriate hierarchical street pattern
• Provides external materials that complement the local
area.
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Public Realm and Open Space

Accessibility and Movement

CONCLUSIONS

1 The public realm has been designed as an integral part of
the design process providing three areas of open space:
• Clouston Street Frontage
• Sanda Street Terrace Garden
• Kelbourne Street Gardens

1 The site has good accessibility to public transport (base
accessibility - City Plan 2 Development Guide DG/TRANS
3).

The proposals are considered to be broadly compliant
with local and national planning policy.

2 The proposals are considered to enhance the overall setting of the buildings and contribute to a sense of place.
3 The proposals for Clouston Gardens have been incorporated into the sustainable drainage scheme.
4 These proposals make provision for amenity space.
The requirements of Policy RES 3 Residential Greenspace
Standards for this site will be reflective of the proximity of
the Botanic Gardens, Kelvin Walkway, Hotspur Street play
area and North Kelvinside pitches.
5 There is potential for an element of public art to be incorporated into the proposals in compliance with Policy
DES 6 Public Art.

2 Shared surfaces are proposed in compliance with the
Roads Development Guide and PAN 76 New Residential
Streets to promote an attractive inclusive development.
3 Parking has been provided to a standard of one space
per dwelling plus 25% visitor car parking.
4 Parking has been located so as to minimise visual impact.
5 Pedestrian routes are provided through the site.
Sustainable Development
In compliance with City Plan 2 Policy DES 2 Sustainable
Development and Construction, Policy ENV 4 Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems, and SPP6 Renewable Energy, the
following measures are proposed:
• Traditional materials are used, obtained from sustainable sources
• The EcoHomes of ‘very good’ standard will be met
• On-site provision of low and zero carbon technologies
• Open space managed for biodiversity
• A sustainable urban drainage system is incorporated
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5.1 SITE LAYOUT

N

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The Clouston Street site sits within an urban area with a
strong established identity. The urban form of the area is
successful, attractive, sustainable and distinctive. These
are all positive qualities that create a high quality urban
environment and that quality is reflected by desirability in
the marketplace.
Most of the factors that contribute to the success of the
area are unchanged by the passage of time from the original development of the area. Some new challenges do,
however, need to be taken into account. These are primarily car parking and sustainability.
The need for car parking can be accommodated by good
design and its successful containment is assisted by the
high value of the area.
The high density, location and nearby facilities already deliver sustainability in use. The traditional built form of the
area – solid walls pierced with windows – is the most sustainable type. When combined with modern advances in
insulation and energy generation, maintaining the existing
typology provides the most sustainable solution.
The fine architectural detail of the development has been
designed and executed with the same level of literacy in
classical and traditional architecture as the original. This
does not mean the result is a direct copy but rather that
the design has a harmonious continuity with the original.

Inital design massing diagram proposed in response to analysis of the site, surrounding context and fabric of the area.
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5.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Outstanding characteristics that should be retained in a
new development are as follows:
Pattern of use and density: high density residential perimeter blocks are a well-established urban type that can
provide varied unit sizes and types within a polite urban
form; the type provides a clear definition of urban space
both on the street and in the containment of private and
semi-public space.
Urban form: continuous elevations of a generally uniform
height of between three and four floors provide a consistent street form but allow for subtle variety and the articulation of key features such as street corners, vistas and
entrances.
Building design: simple elevational treatment in natural
stone with limited detail is functional and economic but
requires constraint and literacy in design; the use of window spacing and design provides a consistent rhythm that
can be varied to accommodate variations in accommodation and position without disrupting the architectural consistency of the whole.
Public and private space: a clear division of public realm
and private space with boundaries clearly defined by characteristic cast-iron railings and walls; semi-public or controlled space is to be found in the wider area; no major
spaces (except the site itself) have an undefined use or
boundary.
Car Parking: residents parking should be secure predominantly hidden from public view within private areas and
basements. Visitor parking should be easily accessible and
visible.

URBAN DESIGN APPROACH
Working within the requirements of the Glasgow City Council Stage II Design Brief we have designed a compliant proposal which delivers 90 units, a slightly lower density than
the maximum prescribed unit numbers (115 units in accordance with GCC Stage II Design brief).
The proposals have been designed to incorporate a 4-5 storey perimeter block facing onto the public streets and aligning with adjacent built form.
Smaller scale 2-3 storey Mews housing is located within the
central courtyard, around a large area of green public open
space.
A curved crescent of 4 storey Terraced Townhouses fronts
onto Clouston Street, set back to accommodate the existing protected Lime trees, which are enclosed within a new
public park.
Significant urban locations, such as corners and ‘gateways’
are given added importance by providing more significant
building elevations and roof treatments in these locations.
The area within the centre of the perimeter blocks is sub
divided into a complex series of interlinked public; semiprivate and private open spaces, including the two significant areas of Public Open Space (Clouston Gardens & Montgomerie Crescent).
A high level of pedestrian and traffic permeability provides
access right through the site from all surrounding streets
and existing access points.
Vehicular access is from Kelbourne Street (only) leading to
a one-way, shared surface lane around the central Public
Open Space (Clouston Gardens), around which visitor parking spaces are located.
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A naturally ventilated semi-basement car park is provided
for allocated resident car parking for the flats.
Private access lanes for residents link to this public lane
giving access to private parking courts and the semi-basement car park.
The shared surface lane will be designed to encourage low
vehicle speeds (10mph design speed).
ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
The architectural approach references the predominant
19th century perimeter blocks of the West End of Glasgow. Elevations are divided both vertically and horizontally to reflect the prevailing elevational treatment of built
form surrounding the site. The massing of the buildings
is also comparable to the existing building heights in the
immediate vicinity.
The perimeter elevations are sub-divided into a series of
smaller elemental building forms, in an attempt to break
down the scale of longer elevations.
A combination of strong, simple vernacular forms and
more ornate corner and gateway buildings are composed
in a traditional urban block form, giving each street a
slightly different character.
Common details and materials used in the individual
building elements relate strongly to the immediate context of the Conservation Area and adjacent listed buildings, achieving a unity to the neighbourhood.
Roof and wall materials for use on the external elevations
have been carefully selected to deliver a high quality materiality and longevity, which continues the approach of
the adjacent 19th century developments.
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5.3 ELEVATIONAL TREATMENT IN THE BUILT FORM

Key
Corresponding Elevation
		

Clouston Street Elevations.
Clouston Street Elevations; south-west facing, set behind protected Lime trees.
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Key
Corresponding Elevation
		

Sanda Street Elevations.
Sanda Street Elevations; south-east facing and adjacent to existing listed tenement on the corner of Clouston and Sanda Streets.
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y

x

z

y

x
z

Key
Corresponding Elevation
		
Section Lines
(sections on the following pages)

Kelbourne Street Elevations.
Kelbourne Street Elevations; north-east facing opposite listed Garrioch School.
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5.4 SECTIONAL MASSING IN THE BUILT FORM

Section x-x
Looking north-east towards rear elevations of Kelbourne Street.

Section y-y
Looking north-west towards Garrioch Road and the River Kelvin.

Section z-z
Looking south-west towards rear elevations of Clouston Street/Montgomerie Crescent.
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5.5 ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS
FLATTED DEVELOPMENT
(Sanda and Kelbourne Streets):
External Elevations (facing perimeter streets):
Walls: Natural Stone / reconstituted stone details
Roofs: Natural Slate / Slate effect roofing where roofs
are visible from surrounding streets; profiled steel / concrete tile roofing where roofs are not visible from surrounding streets.
Feature Roofs: Copper sheet roofing to turret at corner
of Kelbourne/ Sanda Streets.
Rear Elevations (facing internal courtyards):
Walls: Natural Stone / reconstituted stone details to
gateway buildings (leading to Clouston Green), Harling
or Stucco with reconstituted stone details elsewhere.

Architectural Materials Concept Diagram.
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5.6 SITE MASSING AXONOMETRIC
TERRACED TOWNHOUSES (Clouston Street):
External Elevations (facing Clouston Street):
Walls: Natural Stone / reconstituted stone details
Roofs: Profiled steel / concrete tile roofing (roofs are not
visible from surrounding streets).
Rear Elevations (facing rear gardens):
Walls: Harling or Stucco with reconstituted stone details.
MEWS HOUSES:
External Elevations (facing Clouston Green):
Walls: Natural Stone / reconstituted stone and Harling or
Stucco with reconstituted stone details
Roofs: Natural Slate / Slate effect roofing.
Feature Roofs: Copper sheet roofing to gateway buildings
(leading to Clouston Street).
Rear Elevations (facing rear gardens):
Walls: Harling or Stucco with reconstituted stone details.
GENERAL:
Painted galvanised steel railings to balconies.
Painted die-cast Aluminium rainwater goods to perimeter elevations; uPVC to rear elevations.

Initial Site Massing Axonometric.
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5.7 ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT - SKETCHES DETAILING ARCHITECTURAL MASSING AND LANGUAGE PROPOSED WITHIN THE NEW DEVELOPMENT

Looking east along the building line
of the proposed Townhouses set back
from Clouston Street, buffered by a
lining of established Lime Trees (to be
retained under Tree Preservation Order).

Montgomerie Crescent.
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5.7 ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT - SKETCHES DETAILING ARCHITECTURAL MASSING AND LANGUAGE PROPOSED WITHIN THE NEW DEVELOPMENT

Looking north from
the existing tenement block towards
Kelbourne Street.

Sanda Street.
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5.7 ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT - SKETCHES DETAILING ARCHITECTURAL MASSING AND LANGUAGE PROPOSED WITHIN THE NEW DEVELOPMENT

Looking south down
Sanda Street and westwards along Kelbourne
street.

Corner of Sanda &
Kelbourne Streets.
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5.7 ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT - SKETCHES DETAILING ARCHITECTURAL MASSING AND LANGUAGE PROPOSED WITHIN THE NEW DEVELOPMENT

Looking south down Sanda
Street and westwards along
Kelbourne street.

Kelbourne Street.
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5.7 ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT - SKETCHES DETAILING ARCHITECTURAL MASSING AND LANGUAGE PROPOSED WITHIN THE NEW DEVELOPMENT

Looking north from
the open space within the site.

Clouston Garden
Mews looking
North.
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5.7 ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT - SKETCHES DETAILING ARCHITECTURAL MASSING AND LANGUAGE PROPOSED WITHIN THE NEW DEVELOPMENT

Looking south from
the open space
within the site to the
Mews properties.

Clouston Garden
Mews looking
South.
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SECTION 6: FINAL PROPOSALS

CLOUSTON STREET, GLASGOW DESIGN & ACCESS STATEMENT

6.1 SITE LAYOUT
During the development of the design layout and detailing, various consultations were undertaken with Glasgow City Council
Development and Regeneration services, Specialist Consulting
Engineers and the local community. The input and comments
received via these mediums were crucial to the development of
an appropriate solution for the site in question.
Through the community consultation phase a lot of comments
were made about the enclosed nature of the formerly large
open area & the density of the development, as detailed in
the earlier design diagrams of section 5.1 and 5.2. This was
addressed initially by removing 1 of the Apartment blocks proposed on Kelbourne street (the design has been further developed since). This not only opened up the large open space to
Kelbourne street but reduced the development density from
115 units to 90 units (the minimum prescribed within the original Glasgow City Council Stage II design brief).
As part of this process and further to sketches included in section 5.7 the proposed architectural language, detailing and
features have developed in line with comment received from
Glasgow City Council and with respect to the feedback received
through the various community consultations.
From the initial development diagrams in section 5.1 the design
proposals have;
- reduced in density; less units enabled a greater area of usablelandscaped outdoor space open to Kelbourne Street.
-prominent elevations, architectural features and storey heights
have been retained and are consistent with the original design
proposals in order to complement the surrounding heritage and
established built environment.
- key gateways and established pedestrian routes have been retained from the initial site analysis.
The final proposals, detailed in the adjacent pages, of 90 units
include 18 Townhouses, 46 Apartments and 26 Mews Houses
with associated parking and open space.
Location Plan indicating final proposal unit numbers.
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Site Plan detailing the final proposals including associated parking for both residents and visitors in accordance with City Plan 2 Policy
Trans 4 and landscaped open space in accordance with the specifications and calculations provided by GCC and Policy Env 2.
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